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There have been a long time in the research on the risk measure for securities 
investment. Markowitz brought forward the thought of measuring risk by the 
variance of return of the securities investment and established the famous portfolio 
model. Markowitz’s portfolio theory opened the new times of quantitive analysis 
of risk.But with the deeper research,people have found many defects of 
Markowitz’s portfolio model which can not be bypassed.Especialy the method of 
measuring risk by the variance has beening criticized from the very start.Later 
some scholars put forward semi-variance, LPM, VaR, ES and etc.These risk 
measure models overcome some defects of Markowitz’s portfolio model.And 
moreover on the base of these models people constructed mean－semi-variance, 
mean－VaR, Mean－ES portfolio optimization models. This dissertation fistly 
compares theoretically variance, semi-variance, VaR and ES,then proves whether 
these models satisfy coherent properties which are desirable properties of a good 
risk measure.Lastly we use the data of stocks on Shanghai Security Maket to 
analyse the advantages and disadvantages of these models.By the analysis of 
effective frontiers and risk elasticity  and future behavior of the optimal portfolios 
of these portfolio models, we can assert that VaR is better than semi-variance, and 
semi-variance is better than variance.Unexpectedly ES is worse than VaR which is 
opposite to the theoretical opinion. 
After the theoretical analysis and empirical study, I expect the conclusion 
could be helpful in risk management. 
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